
37th Knowledge Seekers Workshop Part 1 Nov 20 2014 

University Degree coming in New Technology, Energy Units, Pain Pads,  work with 

Apple Computers, Conditions are peaceful applications of technology and free sharing of 

knowledge, Autism treatment, Mental Deficiency due to lack of Oxygen at birth, Not yet 

for Downs Syndrome, Hospital coming in future, offer Masters Degree,   If Gans dries 

out looks like Matter, but behaves like Gans, Gans can still collect on wires outside 

water, within the electro Magnetic fields, your dealing with a Plasma so the field extends 

beyond,  How to get heat out of reactors, flying reactors, Heat released according to need 

of body, How chicken egg gets started, point of release, where difference in field has 

been created,   Getting ready for flight, how to control it,  Governments starting to take 

interest,    

BREAKTHROUGH by Vinc Canada:  Star formation with CO2 and CH3 creates a 

gradient, friction,  How Gans effected by intention use of OM, these vibrations are on the 

mental level, Soul searching go on in Institute,  the soul emotion doesn't have matter level 

frequency, works on plasma condition, gets translated to physical,  Gans doesn't freeze, 

water in reactor is in Gans state -20 Celsius not freeze,  creating a center vacuum,  On the 

verge of running cars without fuel,  pressure cooker can be used as a box for star 

formation, energy production,  don't need to spin if you understand about the gradient,  if 

create right conditions can see the light in plasma, first light bulb, ready for lift,  changed 

matter (h2o) into a Gans, hold Gans in hands, be open, achieve lift, let knowledge seeker 

do it then they have to kill all, Russians have done what Vinc did in reactor, they trapped 

warship in own gravitational field, two warships, Russians have shield against latest 

technology, Game of war is over, Vinc's plasmatic field reaches 30 km, Vinc feels peace 

when come to lab, Field strength is above anything made by electronics,  Range can go 

up 700 Km, man on street has shown knowledge is simple,  How Solar systems create 

fields, Earth not have solid core, vacuum, everything can fly,  How Iranians captured 

Drone, No need for a central pin,  

No Curriculum, it sits within your soul, words are meaningless,  with pure heart 

knowledge comes now,  2000 RPM expand field of plasma, surface of Earth is all oxides,   

Understood by man on street ... not by University.,  A creature in front of you needs help, 

out of balance, feel the fields then can help, he says he bring all the Prophets together, 

this technology is on the Soul level,  

 

 

37th Knowledge seekers Workshop Part 2 Nov 20 2014  

(it's actually included in first one) 

Vinc had breakthrough, he show continue until see the "bright light" then ready for lift, 

created a Gans gradient, changed the matter into a field,  

 


